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What this suggests, it seems to me, is that both effectiveness and fairness are important - but that if the system is not regarded as fair, people are significantly less likely to obey the law.
Why people obey the law - BBC News
When asked why people obey the law, legal scholars and academics usually give two answers: To avoid legal consequences and sanctions. This is considered the economic or instrumental explanation. Under this... It possesses
legitimate authority in their eyes. This is considered the sociological ...
Why Do We Obey the Law? | Psychology Today
People obey the law if they believe it's legitimate, not because they fear punishment - this is the startling conclusion of Tom Tyler's classic study. Tyler suggests that lawmakers and law enforcers would do much better to make
legal systems worthy of respect than to try to instil fear of punishment.
Why People Obey the Law: Amazon.co.uk: Tyler, Tom R ...
Your reason to obey the one-way sign is independent of sanctions or legitimacy — it’s simply to coordinate with people.” But law also works expressively by signaling information about risk or public attitudes that causes people
to update their behavior. “People take the beliefs of others as input into their own beliefs,” McAdams said.
Why Do People Obey the Law? | University of Chicago Law School
people tend to be more willing to obey mild law if they expect many others to do so. This expectation of widespread law-abiding behavior is induced if many people vote for the la w
(PDF) Why do People Obey the Law - ResearchGate
Why People Obey the Law. Tom R. Tyler. Overview. Author (s) Reviews 5. People obey the law if they believe it’s legitimate, not because they fear punishment — this is the startling conclusion of Tom Tyler’s classic study.
Tyler suggests that lawmakers and law enforcers would do much better to make legal systems worthy of respect than to try to instill fear of punishment.
Why People Obey the Law | Princeton University Press
Rule of law: In democratic societies, governments and those in power are subject to the law of the land. Power changes hands democratically according to the rules of the country’s constitution, not as the result of force or war.
People have a general duty to obey the law because it is democratically decided.
Lesson 2: Why should people obey the law? - Living Democracy
To have a political obligation is to have a moral duty to obey the laws and support the institutions of one’s political community. In fact, I think political obligations are a broader category of...
Why should we obey the law?
The question that many sociologists and philosophers attempt to answer is “Why do we obey the law?”. Well, I believe that people obey the law for three major reasons; to avoid legal consequences, because they respect
authority, and because they feel that it is morally right to do so. A major reasoning behind why people obey law is that they do not want to face the consequences that come with breaking a law.
Why do we obey the Law? | NewsActivist
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He finds that people obey law primarily because they believe in respecting legitimate authority. In his fascinating new afterword, Tyler brings his book up to date by reporting on new research into the relative importance of legal
legitimacy and deterrence, and reflects on changes in his own thinking since his book was first published.
Why People Obey the Law: Tyler, Tom R.: 9780691126739 ...
What this suggests, it seems to me, is that both effectiveness and fairness are important - but that if the system is not regarded as fair, people are significantly less likely to obey the law.
BBC News - Why people obey the law
Boris Johnson says he ‘expects everyone to obey the law’ as the Government prepares to break international law (Picture: PA) Boris Johnson has said he ‘expects everybody in this country to obey the...
Brexit: PM 'expects everyone to obey the law' despite new ...
He rejects the instrumental view that people obey the law because they fear the potential punishment or anticipate certain gains or losses. Tyler supports a normative view that people ultimately are more concerned about a legal
system (laws and authorities) that is "fair" rather than one in which they have "won or lost."
Why People Obey the Law - Tom R. Tyler - Google Books
Why people obey the law. In this book a psychologist demonstrates that people comply more with the law if they feel that legal authorities are legitimate. He also shows that views about legitimacy are linked to judgments about
the fairness of the procedures used by legal authorities.
Why people obey the law.
The argument and findings of Why People Obey the Law have important implication for the debate about the way in which people subject to legal procedures should be treated."—Roger Hood, Times Literary Supplement "The
study is provocative and raises an issue of real importance....
Why People Obey the Law | Yale University Press
His widely cited 1990 book on Why People Obey the Law was republished in 2006 with a new afterword discussing more recent research and changes in his thinking since its initial publication. Tyler and Huo (2002) is based on
surveys of people in different ethnic groups to understand their concepts of justice.
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